Being the one talking (instead of listening)
Having LOTS of friends around (instead of just 1 or 2)
Being surrounded by people you have never met
When you're the center of attention
Working through questions or problems aloud
instead of silently
Sharing feelings with others--either yours or theirs
Participating in a variety of activities (instead of
focusing on just one or two)
Keep things OUT so you can find them later (instead
of putting them away)
Staying flexible and spontaneous (instead of having
a plan)
Waiting to get homework done until the deadline is
close
Being silly or having fun while doing homework or
chores
Working on multiple projects at a time (instead of
finishing one first before completing the next one)
Having a surprise birthday party instead of one
you've planned
Singing
Playing one or more musical instruments
Reading music
Remembering melodies from songs you've only
heard once
Playing "Name that Tune"—where someone hums a
song and you have to guess which song they are
singing
Humming or singing while thinking or doing tasks
Making musical sounds with your body or things that
aren’t “normal” instruments
Mimicking rhythms—for instance, pat-clap-pat-patclap-snap
Identifying instruments by sound
Listening to a variety of music like country, classical,
pop and jazz

Counting things—like cars, crayons, or candies
Guessing the number of things—like coins or M&Ms
in a jar
Remembering numbers and stats like phone
numbers and birth dates
Playing strategy games like checkers, Risk, or chess
Solving logic or pattern games like sudoku
Watching science or math shows on TV
Solving mysteries
Having things well organized or organizing them
Cooking with recipes and measurements
Using the computer
Visiting art museums
Drawing / doodling
Taking photographs
Recognizing faces of people you've only met once or
twice
Looking through kaleidoscopes (a tube that you look
through that changes colors and patterns as you
twist it)
Putting together puzzles with lots of pieces
Collecting things
Creating original or unique 3-D objects like ceramics,
sculptures, or LEGOs
Decorating (houses, rooms, etc.)
Learning by watching people DO things instead of
just TALK about how to do it
Being "on the move" (People might tell you that you
can't sit still)
Running around outside
Moving around when you think or try to remember
something

Acting on stage
Being active/moving around during your free time
Playing individual sports
Playing team sports
Climbing trees
Playing charades
Dancing or moving when music is turned on
Trying to guess what people are feeling based on
their body language
Meeting NEW people or making NEW friends
Organizing parties and play dates
Learning with a group (instead of by yourself or in a
pair)
Convincing other people to see your way / debates
Performing in a group (bands, plays, orchestras,
team sports)
Helping others—like kids, animals, or older people
Playing games with other people
Watching the way other people walk, talk and dress
Being in a new environment where you don't know
anyone
Working or learning on your own or in a pair
(instead of as part of a larger group)
Setting and meeting goals
Recognizing how you feel and why
Learning about your family's history--like who your
great-grandparents were or looking at old photos of
relatives
Thinking about what you'll be when you grow up
Taking personality quizzes like this one

Telling others exactly how you feel (Not just angry frustrated. Not just happy - proud.)
Figuring out what your dreams meant in the
morning
Remembering events you were thankful for or upset
by each day
Making up stories
Being around animals
Gardening
Going to the zoo or aquarium
Camping and/or hiking
Collecting "specimens" like bugs, rocks, butterflies or
shells
Categorizing animals and plants
Examining the world around you
Learning about space, other planets and stars
Taking care of your pets
Watching nature and/or travel shows on TV
Reading
Learning new vocabulary words
Spelling
Memorizing names and facts
Playing with words like tongue twisters, puns, or
rhymes
Learning and speaking new languages like Spanish or
French
Telling stories and/or jokes
Playing word games
Listening to stories or books on CD or radio
Reading or reciting poetry

Finally….
Which description sounds MOST like you?
I work hard to BE the best. I enjoy contests that
present a challenge and that I can win. When I
ask "why", I also need to understand "why". I tell
the truth as I see it. I'm good at finding and fixing
mistakes. I value being fair and consistent.

OR

I work hard to DO my best. I would rather
cooperate than compete. I trust others to help in
good ways. I am sensitive to others' feelings and
careful not to say things I think might hurt others.
I like to help people solve their problems. I make
choices based on what I think is MOST important
for others and for myself.

OR

I like to learn lots of different things in different
ways. I like only a few directions so I can do it my
own way. I like to know the main idea more than
the details. I like to invent new things and dream
up new ideas more than reproduce things that
already exist. I like only a few examples to prove
a point.

Which description sounds MOST like you?
I like when information is presented in order. I
prefer complete directions. I like to know all the
facts and understand the whole idea. I like
reproducing things that already exist more than
designing new things. I like many examples to
prove a point.

